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Pallet Flow racks are perfect for food, beverage and grocery
industries looking to pick oldest inventory first. It is an efficient and
cost effective storage system for managing perishable and time-
sensitive products in high-density storage areas.

Pallet flow racks are designed and it is the ideal racking system when
you have multiple pallets of the same SKU products.

Gravity Flow Pallet Racks provide Automatic FIFO material handling.

When combined with carton flow racks and Reverse Flow pallet
racking systems, you can create an efficient system that uses gravity
to minimize workload and keep picking positions stocked.

Suitable for handling plastic, wood and different types of pallets.

Reduces time for handling pallets. Immediate access to every type of
load and / or SKU. No need to move others.

Provides efficient use of floor space and minimizes load and unload
times.

Increases the storage capacity with efficient use of the floor space
reducing and eliminating aisles.

UNILEVER built in Cuernavaca Morelos Mexico the most efficient and modern plant
to produce aerosol sprays and decided to apply the best solutions in the industry to
improve the immediate service to their expo market by implementing through INTERFLO
MEXICO Picking and Replenishing Racks for their ingredients and Dynamic Gravity

UNILEVER with more than 400 brands focused on health and personal care products
from nutritionally balanced foods to ice creams, soaps, luxurious
shampoos and everyday household care products. Unilever produces world-leading brands
including Lipton, Knorr, Dove, Axe, Hellmann´s and Omo, alongside trusted local names

UNILEVER selected INTERFLO in order to provide their customers with the best service
and best delivery time, Improving their Operations, Warehouse and Material
handling operations with INTERFLO MEXICO Picking and Replenishing Rack
Systems for their ingredients and Dynamic Gravity Flow Storage Racks Systems for
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With the INTERFLO Dynamic Rack Systems they also optimized the space
of their warehouses, increased the storage capacity and improved the
handling of Pallets with FIFO access allowing pickers to have continuous
access to product and monitor product shelf life.

With the INTERFLO Dynamic Storage Systems UNILEVER was able to save
space, reduce the investment by optimizing their existing warehouse for
several SKUs including mixed products for immediate shipping for the
traditional and the modern supply channels.

Flow Storage Rack Systems.

such as Blue Bad, Pureit an Suave.

the finished products.


